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In this study, two different simple and intuitive semiempirical schemes for computing

approximate non-adiabatic coupling vectors (NACVs) between the ground and ex-

cited electronic states are presented. The first approximation makes use of Mulliken

transition charges, while the second is based on derivative coupling vectors between

localized molecular orbitals. Both approximations lend themselves easily to imple-

mentation within a whole spectrum of semiempirical quantum-chemical semiempiri-

cal methods. Here we present the implementation within the tight-binding DFT and

benchmark its performance against analytical TD-DFT NAC vectors for a range of

planar fluorescent chromophores at the Franck-Condon point. The pattern of the

atomic NAC vectors is often reproduced, but the relative magnitude and total length

of the NAC vector are often in serious error. Although quantitative predictions are

not possible, these simple and intuitive approximations allow to explain, in a qualita-

tive way, trends in the electronic coupling in extended molecular systems and complex

materials. In this context, we investigate how the non-adiabatic coupling depends on

the delocalization length of an excitation in chromophoric oligomers based on a sim-

ple model. Finally, we make general qualitative predictions on the size dependence of

the fluorescence quantum yields in extended molecular systems, and illustrate those

on the example of triply fused porphyrin tapes with increasing length.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Non-adiabatic coupling vectors (NACVs) play an important role in photochemistry. They

describe the coupling between Born-Oppenheimer surfaces due to the nuclear kinetic energy

and allow transitions between electronic states in the absence of radiation1. They are a vital

ingredient in

• non-adiabatic molecular dynamics simulations (surface hopping on “on the fly”)2,

• searching for minimal energy conical intersections3

• and predicting non-radiative transition rates and fluorescence quantum yields4.

The brute force method for computing non-adiabatic coupling vectors is numerical differ-

entiation of the wavefunction with respect to the atomic positions, which requires at least

3Natoms electronic structure calculations. In the context of TD-DFT exact coupling vectors

can be obtained analytically5 in an efficient way, but the implementation of the method is

complicated. Having a simple and intuitive approximation for NACVs that may be combined

with any semiempirical electronic structure method is therefore highly desirable.

In this article we compare two different semiempirical approximation for calculating non-

adiabatic coupling vectors between the ground state and an excited state (usually S1), which

have been implemented in the frame of tight-binding DFT6. The first approximation is based

on transition charges: In analogy with the transition dipole moment, the NACV is obtained

simply from the transition charges and the molecular geometry. The second approximation,

which has been propounded by Abad et.al.7, is based on molecular orbitals: Non-adiabatic

couplings between Kohn-Sham orbitals are constructed from gradients of the overlap and

Hamiltonian matrix between localized atomic orbitals, which are readily available in tight-

binding DFT, since the same quantities are needed for evaluation of the energy gradient.

Abad et.al. tested their approximation in the vicinity of conical intersections, where the

magnitude of the NACVs is largely determined by the small energy gap. At these photo-

chemical funnels the non-adiabatic coupling diverges and the transfer of population between

electronic states is usually extremely fast. It remains to be investigate how well the approx-

imation performs when the S0 − S1 energy gap is large such as at the S1 minimum or the

Franck-Condon point where the length of the NACVs and their orientation relative to the

normal modes determines the non-radiative transition rate.
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The article is structured as follows: After a brief description of the approximations (in

sections II A 1 and II A 2), we investigate how the non-adiabatic coupling depends on the

delocalization length of an excitation in chromophoric oligomers (in section II B). We then

graphically compare the direction and magnitude of the approximate NACVs with their

exact counterparts for a range of organic molecules with bright ππ∗ excitations (in sec-

tion III A). Finally we make some qualitative predictions of fluorescence quantum yields in

porphyrin tapes (section III B).

II. THEORY

A. Semiempirical approximations

The first-order non-adiabatic coupling vector between two electronic Born-Oppenheimer

states m and n is

τmn = 〈Ψm |
∂Ψn

∂R
〉. (1)

The coupling vector may be expressed as

〈Ψm |
∂Ψn

∂R
〉 =
〈Ψm | ∂Ĥ∂R |Ψn〉
En − Em

(2)

by differentiating the electronic Schrödinger equation on both sides with respect to the

nuclear coordinates R and multiplying by 〈Ψm | for m 6= n and rearranging.

The derivation of this expression requires that Ĥ |Ψn〉 = En |Ψn〉 is satisfied exactly, which

is a much stronger statement than just requiring that Schrödinger’s equation is satisfied after

projecting onto a finite basis set {|Φi〉}i=1,...,Nbasis
:

〈Φi | Ĥ |Ψn〉 = Ẽn〈Φi |Ψn〉 ∀i = 1, . . . , Nbasis (3)

Therefore eqn. (2) is strictly correct only if a complete basis set is used. In finite basis

sets additional Pulay terms8 have to be considered which arise from the dependence of the

basis set on the nuclear coordinates.

Nevertheless it is a good starting point for semiempirical approximations.
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1. Approximation based on transition charges

Since the electronic Hamiltonian depends on the nuclear geometry only through the

Coulomb attraction between nuclei and electrons,

V̂ne =
atoms∑
A

electrons∑
i

−ZA
|RA − ri|

, (4)

the coupling vector (2) on atom A simplifies to

τAmn =
ZA

En − Em

∫
dr

RA − r
|RA − r|3

ρmn(r), (5)

where we have also introduced the transition density matrix

ρmn(r) = N

∫
. . .

∫
dr2 . . . drNΨ∗m(r, r2, . . . , rN)Ψn(r, r2, . . . , rN). (6)

By partial integration of eqn. (5) (see appendix A) the NACV turns into

τAmn =
−ZA

En − Em

∫
dr
∇ρmn(r)

|RA − r|
. (7)

This expression is very instructive since it shows that the coupling vector density is

proportional to the gradient of the transition density. The largest contribution comes from

points where r ≈ RA due to the singularity of the Coulomb potential. Therefore we can say

qualitatively that the non-adiabatic coupling vector on atom A is approximately proportional

to the gradient of the transition density around that atom.

To derive a semiempirical approximation for τAmn let us return to eqn. (5) and assume

that the transition density may be approximated by atomic transition charges (monopoles)

ρmn(r) ≈
∑
B

qBδ(r −RB). (8)

where δ(·) is Dirac’s δ-function. This approximation is frequently employed in semiempir-

ical methods such as tight-binding DFT9. The transition charges qA may be fitted to re-

produce the electrostatic potential generated by the transition density (using the CHELPG

algorithm)10 or they may be calculated as Mulliken transition charges from the transition

density matrix. Substituting the monopole approximation (8) into eqn. (5) and using the

property of the δ-function,
∫
δ(x− x0)f(x)dx = f(x0), we get
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τAmn ≈
ZA

En − Em

∑
B 6=A

qB
RA −RB

|RA −RB|3
. (9)

The term where A = B was excluded to avoid dividing by zero. Only valence electrons

are usually included in semiempirical calculations. Then the bare nuclear charge ZA should

be replaced by the charge of the atomic core Zcore
A (nucleus and core electrons), for instance

in the case of carbon Zcore
A = 4 instead of ZA = 6.

This approximation is completely analogous to how the transition dipole moment is cal-

culated from the transition charges in the frame of TD-DFTB11,

µmn ≈
∑
A

qARA. (10)

The simplicity of the derived approximate expressions enables us to make some general

statements about the properties of the NACVs. The direction and length of NACVs can be

deduced qualitatively by inspecting the transition density or the distribution of the transition

charges:

• Coupling vectors are non-zero only on atoms which take part in an excitation.

• The coupling vectors point roughly along the direction where the transition density

changes most strongly. Thus, if there is a node in the transition density between two

atoms, the NACV on the atom is perpendicular to the nodal surface.

As a simple example consider the ππ∗ excitation in ethene (Fig. 1). The transition charge

is positive on one carbon, negative on the other and almost zero on the hydrogen atoms.

Therefore the coupling vectors on the hydrogen atoms are zero. The transition charges

change strongly from +q to −q when moving from one carbon to the other along the C=C

bond. Therefore the NACVs on the carbons point along this bond.

The approximation fails completely when the transition density cannot be adequately

described by monopoles. For instance in water, the HOMO-LUMO transition, 4a1 ← 1b1,

has lobes of opposite sign below and above the molecular plane. The gradient of the tran-

sition density points perpendicularly to the molecular plane and is orthogonal to all vectors

RA−RB. This implies that the coupling vector cannot be represented in the basis of bond

vectors. The Mulliken transition charges are all zero, as is the approximate non-adiabatic
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FIG. 1: Ethene, ππ∗ transition .

coupling vector. In this case the approximation for the electric transition dipole given in

Eq. 10 is also incorrect.

2. Approximation based on molecular orbitals

Here we briefly recapitulate how NACVs are calculated in the local-orbital scheme pro-

posed in Ref.7 using the language of tight-binding DFT (DFTB). In DFTB a minimal basis

set of valence atomic orbital is used. The molecular orbitals (MO) are linear combinations

of these localized basis functions |µ〉:

|ψi〉 =
∑
µ

cµi |µ〉 (11)

The coefficients cµi for the molecular orbital i are the eigenvector of the Kohn-Sham

equation belonging to eigenenergy εi:∑
ν

(
H0
µν − εiSµν

)
cνi = 0 (12)

Matrix elements of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian at the reference density,

H0
µν = 〈µ | HKS[ρ0] |ν〉 (13)

the overlap matrix elements

Sµν = 〈µ |ν〉 (14)

and their gradients are obtained from Slater-Koster rules12.

With the help of eqn. (12) the authors of Ref.7 derived an approximate expression for
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non-adiabatic coupling vectors between molecular orbitals:

dAij = 〈ψi |
∂ψj
∂RA

〉

≈ 1

εi − εj

∑
µ,ν

c∗µicνj

[
−
∂H0

µν

∂RA

+
εi + εj

2

∂Sµν
∂RA

] (15)

In time-dependent density functional theory and its tight-binding version, excited states

are represented as linear combinations of singly excited Slater determinants:

|Ψn〉 =
∑
o∈occ

∑
v∈virt

C(n)
ov |Ψv

o〉 (16)

Non-adiabatic coupling vectors between the many-electron ground and excited states are

obtained by contraction of the single-particle coupling vectors dAij with the coefficients C(n):

τA0n = 〈Ψ0 |
∂Ψn

∂RA

〉 =
∑
o∈occ

∑
v∈virt

C(n)
ov d

A
ov (17)

It is worthwhile to highlight some of approximations made in the above derivation: (a)

Eqn. (12) neglects the dependence of the Hamiltonian on the density (H[ρ] ≈ H[ρ0]). This

allowed to derive the relatively simple expression (15) for the coupling vectors. However, in

our calculations we use expression (15) with MO coefficients obtained from solving the Kohn-

Sham equations self-consistently. (b) In principle, the NACV contains a contribution from

changes of the coefficients ∂C
(n)
ov

∂R
, which is neglected. (c) The exact NACV diverges when the

ground and excited state cross (E1 ≈ E0), whereas for the approximate NACV this happens

when the HOMO-LUMO gap closes (εHOMO ≈ εLUMO). It is well-known that HOMO-LUMO

gaps are often significantly larger than S0 − S1 excitation energies obtained from TD-DFT

due to the mixing of single excitations. This suggests that the approximation will work best

when such many-body effects are small so that the S0 − S1 transition predominantly has

HOMO → LUMO character.

Expression (15) is ideally suited for tight-binding DFT, since the gradients of the matrix

elements can be constructed very efficiently at runtime from precalculated Slater-Koster

tables. Since the same quantities are needed for assembling the gradient of the energy,

which is needed in any molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, the computation of the NACVs

comes at little additional cost. This should be contrasted with the computational cost of

an alternative method for computing the non-adiabatic couplings in MD simulations: In
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the surface hopping method13 the electronic populations depend only on the scalar product

between the NACV and the nuclear velocity vector. This scalar can be obtained directly

from the overlap of the electronic wavefunctions at neighbouring timesteps14 obviating the

need for computing the NACVs:

〈Ψm |
∂Ψn

∂R
〉 · dR

dt
≈ 1

∆t
〈Ψm(t) |Ψn(t+ ∆t)〉 (18)

However, since each excited state is a linear combination of Slater determinants, the eval-

uation of the overlap entails a large number of determinants, rendering this scheme very

expensive for large molecules, unless cutoff thresholds are used for culling determinants

which contribute little to the overlap integral.

B. Qualitative fluorescence quantum yield

Approximations (9) and (10) provide qualitative guidelines on how to tune the electronic

wavefunctions for increasing the fluorescence quantum yields. At the moment we will only

focus on electronic effects, although vibrational effects can also be very important, as will

become clear later on.

If the vibrational wavefunction is neglected, according to Fermi’s Golden rule the rates

for radiative (spontaneous emission) and non-radiative (internal conversion) decays are pro-

portional to the lengths squared of the transition dipole and non-adiabatic coupling vectors,

respectively, between the ground state S0 and the first excited state S1:

krad ∝ |µ01|2 (19)

kIC ∝ |τ 01|2 (20)

To increase the fluorescence quantum yield

QY =
1

1 + kIC
krad

(21)

krad needs to be maximized while kIC needs to be minimized.

This can be achieved by

• increasing the length of the transition dipole
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and/or

• avoiding conical intersections, where E1 = E0

• and reducing the gradient of the transition density.

To avoid the crossing of the energy levels of S1 and S0, the geometry should be rigid, so

that we can assume there is a stable minimum on S1 and the reorganization energy is small.

Then it remains to maximize the length of the transition dipole moment and to minimize

the gradient of the transition density. Since it is easier to analyze only one factor, we build a

simple model, where the transition dipole is constant and only the length of the NAC vector

changes.

1. 1D model fluorophore

Consider a linear molecule (e. g. a polyene) with 2M atoms on an equidistant grid with

spacing h (see Fig. 2a). For simplicity, we assume that each atom has a single pz orbital

and contributes one electron. The S1 state is a HOMO-LUMO transition. The S0 − S1

transition density has nodes between all atoms, so that the transition charges alternate

between positive and negative values.

The atomic positions and transition charges for atom i are given by

xi = ih (22)

qi = (−1)i
q

M
(23)

For simplicity we set the nuclear charge to Z = 1 and the excitation energy to E1−E0 = 1.

The transition dipole moment is independent of the number of atoms (see appendix B):

|µ| =
2M−1∑
i=0

qixi = qh (24)

The non-adiabatic coupling vector on the i-th atom is given by

τ (i) =
q

Mh2

2M−1∑
j 6=i

(−1)j
i− j
|i− j|3

. (25)

The length of the total non-adiabatic coupling vector is given by

|τ | =

√√√√2M−1∑
i=0

(τ (i))2. (26)
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and needs to be evaluated numerically. If we plot the length of τ against the number

of atoms 2M that participate in the excitation (Fig. 2b), we see that the rate for internal

conversion can be minimized by spreading the transition charge over as many atoms as

possible while maintaining the same electric transition dipole moment. Since the transition

charges change sign every second atom, the gradient of the transition density can be reduced

only if the charges themselves are small. In order to keep the same transition dipole moment,

the number of atoms over which the excitation is delocalized needs to be increased.

FIG. 2: 1D model fluorophore. a) Linear molecule with 4 atoms. The transition density

has nodes between neighbouring atoms. b) The ratio of the non-adiabatic coupling to the

transition dipole moment decreases with the number of atoms 2M taking part in the

excitation.

III. RESULTS

A. Comparison between approximate and exact NACVs

The two approximations for NACVs are tested for a series organic molecules with bright

ππ∗ transitions. Many of the selected molecules are fluorescent dyes which have a stable

lowest excited singlet state (with the exception of the polyenes).

After optimizing the geometries at the AM1 level of theory, the lowest bright excited

state was computed with TD-ωB97XD/def2-SVP using Gaussian 1615. Analytical NACVs

were obtained in the frame of TD-DFT5 via the keyword TD=NAC. These vectors serve as

“exact” reference values against which the quality of the approximate vectors is measured.
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Approximate NACVs based on either Mulliken transition charges (according to eqn. (9)) or

localized orbitals (according to eqns. (15) and (17)) were computed in the frame of long-

range corrected tight-binding DFT6. The comparison between the three types of NACVs is

presented in a graphical way in Figs. 3 to 8 below. The components of the NAC vectors on

each atom are shown as little red arrows. Since eigenvalue solvers produce eigenvectors with

arbitrary global signs, only the relative orientation of the vectors to each other is important.

A sign change in either the bra or the ket wavefunction is equivalent to flipping all vectors

simultaneously. The NACVs were scaled by a factor (which is indicated in the upper left

corner) so that the largest vectors in each figure has approximately the same length. We

proceed by analyzing the quality of the semiempirical approximations as compared to the

exact NACVs for each class of molecules:

Trans-polyenes (Fig. 3) are the simplest conjugated systems which behave like the linear

1D model discussed above. The lowest bright state (Bu) is polarized along the molecular

axis. The transition density has nodes between neighbouring carbon atoms, which coincide

with the positions where the tip of one arrow touches the tail of the next. The individual

arrows become shorter as the number of carbon atoms increases from ethene to hexatriene,

reflecting the smearing out of the transition charges over a larger area. The transition charge

(TC) approximation overestimates the NACVs by a factor of 5 but gets the orientation of

the vectors right. In turn, the localized orbital (LO) approximation underestimates the

NACVs by at least a factor of 10 and fails to predict the orientation.

The cyanines CyN (Fig. 4) are fluorescent cationic dyes that consist of a polymethine

chain connecting two nitrogens which are part of an indole moiety. Cy3, Cy5 and Cy7 differ

by the number of carbon atoms in the bridge, in Cy3B16 the polymethine chain is stabilized

against deformation by additional aliphatic rings. In all cyanines the lowest bright excitation

is localized on the polymethine chain, and consequently the NACVs are also limited to this

region of the molecule. In the polymethine chain the orientation of the arrows alternates as is

expected based on the location of the nodes in the transition density. The LO approximation

predicts the position and orientation of the NAC vectors correctly but underestimates their

magnitude by a factor of 3. The TC approximation yields NACVs that are spread out too

much over non-chromophoric parts of the molecule, such as methyl groups in Cy3-Cy7 or

the aliphatic rings in Cy3B. In the polymethine chain the NAC vectors all point in the same

direction, but the total magnitude of the NACV is approximately correct.
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Dicyanovinyl-substituted squaraines (Fig. 5)17 are another class of fluorescent dyes. In

squaraine-O position 3 of the indole moiety is replaced by oxygen, whereas in squaraine-

CMe a methyl group is added. The excitation is localized on the central four-membered

ring and the adjacent methine groups. The LO approximation reproduces the orientation

of the vectors accurately, except for those on the C=O group, which are far too short. The

TC approximation places the largest NAC vectors on two opposite carbon atoms in the

four-membered ring, although the coupling vectors at these positions should be zero. As

with the cyanines a tendency of TC is observed to place large NAC vectors on atoms that

are not part of the chromophore.

Finally a selection of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons is considered in Figs. 6 and 7.

The couplings were calculated for the lowest excited state. Since the ordering of states can

be method-dependent, the symmetry label is given in brackets.

The ring systems give rise to complex patterns in the distribution of NAC vectors. In

fluorene (B2) and phenanthrene (B2) the arrows are arranged in cycles around the outer

six-membered rings. This pattern is reproduced by the LO approximation, whereas the TC

pattern has no similarity with the exact results. In pyrene (B1u), perylene (B1u) and rubrene

(B1) and relative orientation of the vectors is reproduced correctly both by the LO and the

TC approximations, however the relative magnitudes of the vectors differ considerably. The

total magnitude of the coupling is severely underestimated by the LO approximation (by

a factor of 3-10) and overestimated by the TC approximation (by as much as a factor of

10). In rubrene the excitation is strictly confined to the tetracene core. Inspite of this, the

semiempirical approximations yield large vectors on the adjacent phenyl groups, which are

perpendicular to the central tetracene.
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FIG. 3: Polyenes. Non-adiabatic coupling vectors computed using Furche’s analytic

method (left) and the approximations based on transition charges (middle) or couplings

between Kohn-Sham orbitals (right). The factor by which the vectors where scaled is

shown in the upper left corner.
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FIG. 4: Cyanine dyes.
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FIG. 5: Squaraine dyes.
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FIG. 6: Aromatic hydrocarbons 1.
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FIG. 7: Aromatic hydrocarbons 2.
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B. Porphyrin tapes

We will now test the predictions of the 1D model from section II B 1 for the porphyrin

tapes that were synthesized by the Tsuda group18. These tapes consist of triply-fused zinc-

porphyrins (the structure is shown as an inset in Fig. 9). The monomer units are linked

through conjugation allowing the electrons to delocalize freely over the entire tape like

particles in a box. The delocalization is reflected in the lowering of the excitation energy far

into the infrared with increasing length. At the same time, delocalization of the transition

density should also impact the magnitude of the electronic non-adiabatic coupling.

FIG. 8: Triply-fused porphyrin oligomers. NACVs between the lowest B1u state and

the ground state computed exactly (left) and approximately (center and right).

The transition dipole moments and NACVs were computed with long-range corrected TD-

DFTB for the lowest B1u state, which is polarized along the long axis of the tape. For the
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monomer, dimer and trimer the NACVs are depicted in Fig. 8. As the conjugation extends

over all porphyrin units, the transition dipole moment µ grows approximately linearly with

the size of the tape. However, since the transition charges are spread out over a larger area,

the non-adiabatic coupling τ grows sublinearly and saturates. The ratio between the lengths

of the two vectors is shown in Fig. 9. Since the tapes are also very rigid, one can expect that

ultrafast internal conversion through conical intersections, which usually requires some local

deformation of the geometry, is not the dominant non-radiative decay channel. Based on

this analysis one would expect the long tapes to have extremely high fluorescence quantum

yields.

FIG. 9: Porphyrin tapes. The ratio of the non-adiabatic coupling vector to the

transition dipole moment (in a.u.) is shown as a function of the length n of the porphyrin

tape. Observe the similarity with Fig. 2b. Since NACVs computed with localized orbitals

are systematically too low, the semiempirical curve had to be scale by a factor of 8 to

agree with the DFT curve.

However, this is not the case. Article19 actually shows that the non-radiative rate in-

creases rapidly with the length of the tapes so that the fluorescence is quenched as compared

to the monomer. At first this appears to contradict the fact that the ratio of the electronic

non-adiabatic coupling to the transition dipole moment, τ/µ, decreases. However, the reason
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for the fluorescence quenching in the oligomers is the lower energy gap20 and the vastly higher

density of states. The reduction in the electronic non-adiabatic coupling per porphyrin unit

is more than compensated by the increase of accessible final vibrational states.

To verify this explanation we computed the radiative and non-radiative rates for the

smallest porphyrin tapes using Fermi’s Golden Rule in the harmonic approximation following

the steps of Ref.4.21 For the smallest tapes optimizations and frequency calculations on the

ground state and the first excited state with 1B1u symmetry at the TD-DFT level of theory

are still feasible. The resulting rates and quantum yields are listed in table I:

The non-radiative rate jumps by orders of magnitude from the monomer to the dimer

and increases further in the trimer. With the non-radiative rate increasing much faster than

the radiative rate the quantum yield drops to zero, as observed in experiment.

Since the sum over final vibrational states necessarily has to be truncated, the reported

non-radiative rates are only a lower limit. Even then it is clear that the non-adiabatic

coupling between vibrational states and the sheer density of states is responsible for the

fluorescence quenching.

Tn Evert / eV krad (s−1) knr (s
−1) QY

1 2.35 9.6e+05 3.0e-07 1.0e+00

2 1.51 1.5e+07 8.2e+07 1.6e-01

3 1.19 3.4e+07 3.2e+09 1.0e-02

TABLE I: Dependence of the vertical excitation energy Evert, radiative rate krad,

non-radiative rate knr and fluorescence quantum yield QY = krad
krad+knr

on the number of

porphyrin units n in the triply-fused porphyrin tapes Tn.

IV. DISCUSSION

Judging the quality of the NAC vectors by visual inspection can be misleading since it

suggests there is more agreement than there actually is. The symmetry of NAC vectors

is related to the symmetry of the excited state. The relative orientation of the vectors in

molecules with high symmetry, is therefore largely determined by the irreducible represen-

tation. In trans-butadiene (C2h), for instance, only the relative orientation of two out of
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four vectors is not already fixed by symmetry. According to TD-DFT these two vectors not

related by symmetry should be parallel, but the localized orbital method yields an antipar-

allel orientation (see Fig. 3). The orientation is thus entirely wrong and the magnitude is

also wrong by a factor of 10.

The localized orbital method tends to underestimate the magnitude of the vectors: In

ethene the vectors are too short by a factor of 60, in the cyanine dyes by a factor of 3

and in the porphyrin tapes by a factor of 8. The large error for a system as simple as

ethene is surprising. Eqn. (7) and Fig. 1 showed that the non-adiabatic coupling in the

ππ∗ state is due to the gradient of the transition density which points along the C-C bond.

The transition charge approximation fares a little bit better in predicting the magnitude of

the coupling, but it fails in predicting the distribution of the vectors: In the cyanines the

excitation is strictly localized on the polyene bridge, but large vectors can be found on two

adjacent methyl groups. An extreme example of this are the porphyrin tapes, where the

largest vector is placed on the zinc atom, which does not take part in the excitation at all.

Comparison between the two approximations is hindered by the fact that one is derived

from eqn. (7) (gradient of transition density) and the other from eqn. (1) (gradient of

excited state wavefunction), but the two expressions are only equivalent in the basis set

limit, and the minimal valence basis of DFTB is a long way off a complete basis set. The

LO approximation considers terms that arise because basis functions are attached to the

nuclei (Pulay terms) but neglects changes of the excitation coefficients (∂C
(n)
ov

∂R
). The TC

approximation is independent of the basis set and thus cannot account for Pulay terms.

Some of the errors relative to TD-DFT might also be due to the tight-binding approxi-

mations: Semiempirical transition charges, excitation energies and molecular orbitals, which

enter the expressions for the TC and LO approximations, differ from their ab initio coun-

terparts. However, those sources of error are of minor importance. In fact, if we feed our

TC approximation with transition charges that were fitted to reproduce the electrostatic

potential of the TD-DFT transition density (using the PSPFFT library22 for solving the

Poisson equation and the CHELPG algorithm23), the resulting vectors are very similar to

the tight-binding results. The valence basis set employed in DFTB is also not to blame.

With a minimal STO-3G basis set the resulting TD-DFT NAC vectors are indistinguishable

from the def2-SVP results.
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V. CONCLUSION

Two simple semiempirical approximations for non-adiabatic coupling vectors between ex-

cited singlet states and the ground state were implemented in the frame of (LC)-TDDFTB

and compared with TD-DFT coupling vectors as benchmarks for a set of planar chro-

mophores with bright S1 states. The TC approximation is based on excitation energies,

atom-centered transition charges and geometric information. In the LO approximation the

coupling between many-body states is calculated from the coupling vectors between molec-

ular orbitals.

While easy to implement and highly efficient, both approximations are not accurate

enough to predict the absolute magnitude of the non-adiabatic coupling vector. In particu-

lar the LO approximation underestimates couplings by one order of magnitude. Nevertheless,

the region in the molecule where the coupling is large can often be identified. For a series

of fused porphyrin tapes the reduction in the electronic coupling per porphyrin unit can

be explained by the increasing delocalization of the excitation. As a general rule, spread-

ing transition charges over a larger area reduces the electronic non-adiabatic coupling. This

however, does not imply that the fluorescence quantum yield may be increased simply by en-

larging the delocalization length, since larger π-system also have larger nuclear non-adiabatic

couplings due to the increased density of states.

The upshot is that quantitative NAC vectors cannot be obtained with these simple ap-

proximations. The implementation of analytical coupling vectors in the spirit of Ref.5 can

in principle be adapted to tight-binding DFT in analogy to the analytic gradients24 but will

require a major effort. The LO approximation is a first step in that direction. Without

going to these lengths, the TC approximation might be improved upon by including higher

multipoles to represent the transition density more faithfully away from the molecular plane.
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Appendix A: Detailed derivation of eqn. (7)

The single-electron part of the electron-nuclear attraction is

Vne(r) =
∑
A

−ZA
|RA − r|

. (A1)

τAmn =
1

En − Em

∫
dr (∇AVen(r)) ρmn(r)

=
−ZA

En − Em

∫
dr

(
∇A

1

|RA − r|

)
ρmn(r)

=
−ZA

En − Em

∫
dr

(
(−∇)

1

|RA − r|

)
ρmn(r)

(A2)

By the partial integration rule
∫
V

(∇f)g = [fg]∂V −
∫
V
f(∇g) this becomes

τAmn =
ZA

En − Em

{
��

���
���[

ρmn(r)

|RA − r|

]
∞
−
∫
dr
∇ρmn(r)

|RA − r|

}

= − ZA
En − Em

∫
dr
∇ρmn(r)

|RA − r|

(A3)

Appendix B: Transition dipole moment in the linear molecule

The following little calculation shows that the transition dipole moment is a constant,

independently of the number of atoms 2M :

|µ| =
2M−1∑
i=0

qixi =
∑
i

(−1)i
q

M
ih = qh

1

M

2M−1∑
i=0

(−1)ii

= qh
1

M

{
M∑
j=0

(−1)2j2j +
M−1∑
j=0

(−1)2j+1(2j + 1)

}

= qh
1

M

{
M−1∑
j=0

2j −
M−1∑
j=0

2j + 2M −
M−1∑
j=0

1

}
= qh

(B1)
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